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THESIS PROPOSAL
For ay thesis I proposed to make a series of
paintings reflecting my Interest In aspects of
American culture during the post World War II years
of the nineteen forties. My work was to allude to the
period by taking scenes and objects out of context
which I feel evoke the spirit of the times. Each
piece of work was^tebe represented
by"
a written es
say discussing its significance and showing Its
relation to the whole thesis.
I utilized reference materials such as magazines
and books of the period as well as drawing upon a
collection of memorabilia I have in my possession.
vii
I. Method of Working
I. METHOD OF WORKING
Before relating the method I use in painting
and the conclusions I have drawn from my experiences
in the craft, I will explain my objective in art and
the specific problem to which I have addressed myself
in this thesis.
Throughout my life, I have always worked with
a clear idea in my mind of what my work was going to
develop into. I began drawing, and later painting,
illustrations of mechanical objects, steamships, air
planes, and the like, when I was very young because
these things Interested me more at the time than
anything else. Later, when I was able to discover and
draw the distinction between fine and applied art, I
elected to approach the fine arts because by that time
my Interests had moved toward relating my previous
mechanical subject matter with the environment in
which I lived. I began to see that my desire was to
make comments on these things rather than Just define
them visually in illustration. Since that time, I have
involved myself in portraiture, landscape, and a
wide variety of ther things, but my concept of why
I work the way I do has never changed, To me, art
is motivated out of concrete Ideas which exist in
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some form or other whether the result is representa
tional (as in my work) or carried into abstraction
or non-objective forms of execution. In order for me
to continue to use my art as a means of comment and
opinion, I have remained working in a realistic style,
but as I will explain later, a painterly technique
has become equally important to me and I have turned
to some of the better-known American illustrators of
the early twentieth century to find an inspiration
for my style.
In this thesis, as in all the work I have done
leading up to it, content is of fundamental importance.
This has presented a significant problem throughout
my work, that being art of this type frequently limits
all possible interpretations except the most obvious
one intended by the artist, i.e., the work is created
with a specific end in mind and thus crosses over into
the realm of illustration. This is of no consequence
in cases of illustrations which by virtue of their
sheer excellence have a kind of universal merit.
For example, few were the great artists of the
Italian Renaissance who were not illustrators.
The passage of time also plays an extremely
important role in the assessment of art like this?
artists whose work is dismissed as shallow and
easily pereeived in their own time seem to have a
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way of being re-discovered years hence as excellent
examples of "period
art"
and are found to be
interesting as exponents of the popular culture of
their time. The American illustrator and landscape
painter Maxfield Parrish would be a case in point.
Because of these reasons, I have recently placed less
concern on the interpretation of my work as illustration.
My work in this thesis project is based on ideas
which have been fascinating to me all my life. As many
of these ideas occur in the time period of 19^5-1950,
the artwork I have made depicts content from these
years, and shews my interpretation of it as I imagine
it may have been. Aside from this, I ehose the period
because much of the effluence of it affected my early
life and led me in later years to wondering what the
quality and texture of life might have been like then.
This era is sometimes described as colorless and empty
by social critics, which further exacerbated my
curiosity about it to find out if there could have
been an era that was truly uninteresting. In addition,
as critics generally regard the years of 1910 through
19^0 as a period of transition in America, when
nineteenth century naive innocence was gradually sup
planted by modern sophistication, it would seem that
this period after World War Two would be at about
the beginning of a Tory style and progress conscious
society, I was interested in seeing what could be
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said about these changes through the medium of paint
ing.
As I began work, I knew that it would be helpful
to look at what other painters had dene in past years
to remark on their environments. I was aware. that my
situation was quite different from that of, say, John
Sloan or Reginald Marsh, because I was not working from
first-hand experience as they had, but trying to imagine
from scratch the circumstances contained in my paintings.
I knew that my thesis would consist of hypothetical ideas
drawn from a vocabulary of factual Information. However,
>i-< 'i
this made the project more interesting than ever while
allowing for unlimited interpretation of my work.
In the series of articles I have written about
each piece, I will elucidate the purpose, origins and
method used to approach the ideas. I have chosen in
these paintings several topics which I feel give a repre
sentation of the society, in a variety of ramifications,
that existed in the years immediately following World
War Two. I selected material which was te me personally
Interesting as well as that which I knew was pertinent
to the main idea. The resulting exhibit may seem per
haps too overly romantic, and I realize that to someone
who has lived through the era in question it may seem
to contain seme extremes, but it is in these few extremes
that the flavor and prevailing sentiments of an era may
be ascertained.
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In my specialized field of art, I have come to
regard certain methods of working as requisite to suc-
cuss. For example, it goes without saying that a painter
dealing with period reconstructions must do research
not only to guarantee the fidelity of his work but also
te find a way of empathizing with the activity he paints.
Therefore, since I began the thesis I have found it neces
sary to augment my search through books and eld magazines
for photographs, illustrations, as well as advertisements
with oareful readings of the literature and news of the
time. This can be most enlightening, perhaps as much
as the discovery of appropriate visual material. One
interesting point I found was that reading news stories
in contemporary magazines and newspapers gives a fresh
slant to knowledge previously obtained only through his
tory courses and present-day materials.
After I have decided on a content that is inter
esting to me because of its visual qualifications and its
meaning, I piece together a composite of photos, draw-
-ST
lngs and the like into a design which is worked out in a
sketch beforehand. I have to be careful that my subject
ive approach is not too overbearing, as the way I want an
item to be seen is sometimes not the way my audience will
see it; I realise that in a representation of a defunct
object or institution, each person will react differently
depending on his personal experience with it or remem
brance of it. This very lack of knowledge that such a
thing existed can be a formidable stumbling block. I
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have had numerous occalslens where an observer will
approach a piece I have made and be unable to grasp
the point of it purely because he does not know what
It is all about, or what it says about the subject it
depicts. To be specific, my thesis painting number 6
{he was later killed in the same ship) , will almost cer
tainly be misapprehended by many, because they cannot
recall the spectacle of airplane racing, or have no
knowledge or interest in it. With these people, I un
fortunately have to assume the cavalier attitude that
they must be knowledgable or at least cognizant of the
particulars of recent history in order to get anything
out of my work, I thus address myself to a dwindling
audience, but, I have found, a loyal one.
My objectives beyond the thesis project are to
investigate the culture of this period in greater detail
so that my work will become more authoritative and pro
vide a better assessment of the era. The material brought
to my attention through these researches provides greater
subtleties differentiating this era from the ones Just
before and Just after it. I sense much more potential
in this project than I had time to accomplish in the brief
interval of approximately fifteen weeks allotted for the
thesis.
I feel that my work in this style fits into a
certain niche in contemporary painting. On one hand,
for example, it is adjacent to the school of photo
realism with my approach in a few paintings to the
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appearance of news photography. , My use of a more
painterly style, emphasizing the qualities inherent to
oil paint, eliminates any real resemblance to photo
realism, which, because of its lack of emotion and ro
mance does not interest me. My objectives In evoking
the sentiments of the past are totally unallied to any
photo-realist intentions. Conversely, it might appear
that the current obsession with nostalgia sweeping the
arts today may account for much in my work, I do not
think that this is entirely so. Personally, I have had
a life-long fascination with my subject matter.} it has
appeared in one form or another in a large percentage
of my works quite before I became aware of its ubiqui
tous popularity. More importantly, I think that the
essential difference between my work and nostalgia-
oriented art is that I am seeking to use less-than-fam
iliar symbols of the era to evoke it more convincingly.
This search for the missing subtleties requires a total,
detailed knowledge of the times in question and a sense
of perception of the obscure but Important phenomena
of those times. Conspicuous signs of the era being rep
resented will, I think, attenuate the impact of a work
of art by drawing attention to the fact that it is in
tended to be a representation of the past? ideally, this
feeling should come about imperceptibly from some intan
gible quality in the work. To put it simply, the date
should be Inconspicuous but it must be sensed neverthe
less. It is this quality that will remove a piece from
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the realm of passing interest (while nostalgia remains
in vogue) and enable it to sustain Itself as the person
al expression of an artists concept of another era.
II. The Individual Works
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II. The Individual Works




The first painting I completed for this thesis
project reflects my original intention to produce a bedy
of work that would be essentially autobiographical and
yet take for its representational content that which oc
curred or existed before my lifetime. I felt that this
would be possible by selecting for material not only
things that are interesting te me now, but also that
which was in the process of vanishing during my youth,
and which I dimly remember.
I chose to begin this procedure of self-Investi
gation with that which was most familiar to me, my house.
It seemed perfectly logical to use the kitchen as a room
to paint, because of all the rooms in the house, it is
the one in which people seem to invest their true per
sonality. Perhaps now in our art-and-decoration conscious
society, we have tended te depersonalize the kitchen a-
long with the rest of the rooms in the house, as I have
discovered in visiting the modern houses of people in
my acquaintance and noticed a disturbing sameness among
their kitchens, along with the ether rooms. This seems
particularly true of development homes, where I am some
times led to think that an unmindful individual could
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walk into his neighbor's home quite by accident and
net be immediately aware of It.
Another apposite reason for my choice to inves
tigate the kitchen as subject matter is the fact that
we, as children, tend to spend more time in this room
and are therefore more prone to recall its appearance
in later years*. As I could remember the kitchen in my
parents*
first house more clearly than nearly any other
room, I was further interested in analyzing its charac
ter through a painting.
One of the most appealing aspects of this kitchen
was its functional nature, as it was used as the work
room it was intended to be. My parents at the time of
this painting were living in a modest bungalow in the
suburbs of a city, not unlike thousands of similar homes
bought by young people returning from the war. The house
was thus decorated in a functional manner, tempered by
a taste reflecting sincerity that I recall most in the
kitchen decor, which in looking back enables me to over
look the cliches inevitably contained in its details.
The beauty of this room, I decided, was in its
austerity made livable through emphasis on cheerful (per
haps to excess) colors and an informality that is con
spicuous by its absence in my own kitchen today. The
new kitchen we have is finished In a colonial deeerj I
have noticed that ^eclectic styles, such as Mediterran
ean, colonial, and others, are infiltrating this work
room as they have every ther room in the home, even the
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bath. Our old kitchen had no other motif than
"modern,"
that is, the best the house-mistress could afford. Per
haps this is what I miss most in the new houses? as it
has become a faux pas to reveal emotion in personal de
corum, the same situation has developed in furnishing
the house. The main problem with a dwelling decorated
out of a magazine or book is simply that it is too per
fect. I am sometimes saddened te walk through an expen
sively furnished modern home and discover not a thing
in it made by the people themselves,
I believe that in the late nineteen forties and
early fifties we were witnessing the end of objects and
appliances made to last as long as possible. Personal
attachments to such objects thus grew naturally and ad
miration could still be derived from having something
last a long time, to have stood the test of time. Style
was subordinated to quality, and most appliances were
designed without any real sense of style, only that they
maintain their appearance for as long as possible, and
seem
"modern"
in a context that existed outside of, say,
furniture periods. One could expect that a refrigerator
would look as functional and attractive in a new house
as it did in the one from which It was moved regardless
of the rest of the new home decor. This empirical philo
sophy had dominated kitchen appliance design ever since
the advent of such conveniences.
In creating this painting, then, my objectives
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were to capture some of the aspirations of my parents
in designing their home, in a way that would avoid sen
timentality and emphasize the sincerity of such a de
sign by highlighting Its unsophisticated details. For
example, the color scheme of the room at first demanded
my attention, I knew that the colors of the walls, cab
inets, table and chairs of our kitchen were probably
more tasteful in color than I would depict them, but I
reasoned that this lack of a coherent ^color-scheme would
increase the illusion of a room put together out of arti
cles obtained at different times as the years went by,
and net purchased all at once, as many new kitchens are
furnished. These bright colors were popularly supposed
to be stylish and modern, but it is interesting to note
that present-day interiors, particularly in kitchens,
tend toward the use of subdued colors and close color
harmonies, rather than such a disparate group of colors
as I have used.
To further indicate the locale of the painting,
I have Indicated some foliage in the open window such
as one might find in a suburban home with plantings next
to the building. As I remember, one of the first improve
ments made after moving into a new home consisted of plant
ing bushes around the building foundations. These mis
sing landscaping touches in development homes do much
to attenuate their appeal even though they may be elegant
homes.
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My interest in post-war suburban homes like that
int which I was born is investigated again in another
painting I did for the thesis, Evening in Tarzana .
California, in which I have given an example of the
neighborhood situation that this kitchen may have been
a part of. Additional work, I believe, could be done
with this subject matter by using, for example, the liv
ing room with its great variety of details to reveal
the change that has come about more conspicuously in
the home than perhaps anywhere else in our daily lives.





The nature of this print may seem initially con
fusing and enigmatic, but it is compactly constructed
out of symbols which I have selected because each of
them contributes a necessary portion to the central idea.
This idea will become clear as I explain the background
of it and my reasons for its choice.
The development and usage of the atomic bomb
was one of the most significant factors of World War
Two. Following the war, there existed in this country
a frequently tacit but always very real understanding
of the Implications of nuclear warfare. The public was
made aware of this through a proliferation of Civil
Defense materials, bulletins and pamphlets, which at
tempted to provide Information on surviving a nuclear
attack. This campaign was later augmented with televi-
WS V
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sion and radio messages, all of which possessed a
strangely irrational quality that if indeed there
were a nuclear attack and the cataclysm were as wide
spread as the messages maintained it might be, then
what would be left to survive for? Anyone who watched
these with an open mind could see that the damage in
flicted on civilization would place us back in the stone
age. These plangent announcements always seemed vaguely
unreal to me , as though they had been 'excerpted from a
work of fiction which everyone curiously took as gospel,
I can clearly recall that these messages had a
powerful effect on my mind at an impressionable age,
I remember the instructions that some of them relayed,
dealing with air-raid sirens, for example i a long sus
tained blast meant that one had approximately one-half
hour to take cover prior to attack, A series of inter
mittent blasts admonished one to take cover immediately,
as an attack was under way. One particularly eerie tid
bit mentioned was that following the brilliant flash of
a nuclear bomb on the horizon, several seconds would e-
lapse before the explosive impact reached the observer,
as light travels considerably faster than sound. You
could thus momentarily meet your executioner.
Recently, I began to think of this now defunct
Civil Defense campaign and its possibilities in relation
to my art. The material it had contained still stood
out sharply in my mind (even now, I wince at the sound
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f a distant siren heard in the middle of the night).
I therefore decided to translate these ideas into an
etching, a medium which could give ne very expressive
qualities of line and tone. I knew that such a compo
sition would probably be more forceful in black and
white, because I perceived the whole idea as Intensely
sobering, and it was initially conveyed to me through
the medium of television without color, I felt that
the use of color might attenuate such a piece by remov
ing some of its immediacy.
Thus, I began to construct a print involving
the symbolism contained in the detonation of the atomic
bomb. The era in which this occurred was rich in al
lied symbols, the tenuous relationship of which to the
bomb might be difficult to observe at first glance, but
which nevertheless existed, I believe that the whole
of popular culture received at least some influence
from the opening of the nuclear age in this way, and
that it would make its presence felt in numerous subtle
effects in the future. I would find some of these ef
fects to combine with the bomb and strengthen its im
pact.
In a stream-of-consciousness manner, after con
sidering the Civil Defense public service announcements,
I began to think of how obtrusive and equally irrational
American advertising was at this time. The Camel Ciga
rette people were using an advertising campaign In the
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late forties which seemed to me to suggest itself as a
likely corollary to the A-bomb messages. While leafing
through a bound volume of old Life magazines published in
1948, I came across one of these .arresting advertisements
depicting a grinning mouth bracketed in a T-shaped out
lined and proclaiming that the smokers of Camel cigarettes
would have their "T-Zones" gratified, that is, the taste
and throat of the smoker. This advertisment was extreme
ly impersonal the face of the young woman in the
photograph was as unreal as a mask, and the claim of
the advertiser was untenable, I elected to incorporate
this advertisment int my print when I realized that
the contour of the mouth within the t-shaped outline
suggested the rough shape of the mushroom bomb cloud,
and the phrase
"T-Zone**
curiously alluded to test
zones and military parlance.
The result was a combination of the salient
feature of this advertisment, the enlarged, impersonal
grinning mouth superimposed over the similarly shaped
nuclear bomb oloud.
A number of other details were used to sustain
the meaning of all this, Te amplify the commercial
aspect of the idea, a female model was merged into the
design, featuring a coiffure indicative of the period.
(The model, actress Gene Tiemey, was a popular film
star of the time,) Again, the face is cold, expression
less, and used te point up the yawning gulf between
the Madison Avenue advertising agency who created the
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ads and the public to whom they were pitched. This
also holds true for the nuclear bomb, which destroys
indiscriminately and in a similarly impersonal
manner.
The cube at top right of the print is used to
visually echo the angular shape of the T-Zone itself,
and contains a series of diagonal light and dark
stripes which universally symbolize danger and the need
for caution, as they are traditionally used on rail
road crossing gates, on the bumpers of trucks, and
so forth.
My choice of color for the print was black, as
mentioned before, but to define the T-Zone further, I
decided to ink this area in blue and roll a passage
of light green ink over the area utilizing a stencil
for the process. The selection of a waxen green has
its purpose also. It divorces any feeling of humanity
from the symbol of the mouth, as green is the diametric
opposite of the assumed clr of the advertisment, which
would naturally be a pink or flesh color. Pale green
is also, incidentally, generally accepted as one of
the ideal colors to portray a feeling of horrr. One
will recall the earliest prints of the motion picture
Frankenstein, which were released with a light green
tint. In addition, H. P, Lovecraft, dean of American
writers on the subject of fantasy and horror who lived
In the early part of this century, once remarked that
"a light green is the very colour of
terror,"
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3. Jack and Neal, oil on canvas,
32"x48"
While casting about for material dealing with
post World War Two American culture, I began to think
that some ideas could be had from the literature of the
time, or at least some indicator of what type of literary
figures were emerging. Looking through books of social
criticism, I came across the name of Jack Kereuac, whose
novels contained images that seemed to lend themselves
to rich interpretation. This was the basis for the
painting now under discussion.
I was aware that in searching through novels for
inspiration several problems would manifest themselves.
One was that I could produce a piece of work that pre
sented someone else's views, opinions, and convictions,
rather than my own. There was the possibility that my
work could become Just an illustration derived from the
story. I would have to use the author's work as a sti
mulus to emulate him in spirit, not in content alone.
For this purpose, Kerouae , seemed ideal. His books
are largely autobiographical, and their introspection
paints a vivid portrait of a man who created a mystique
around himself that caught the public fancy, although
most people who did not actually read his books misun
derstood him and the group of authors who later gravitated
toward him. Kerouae became in later years associated
with the footloose, derelict types who encroached
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on his image, particularly in the public eye,. By reading
his novels, and then a comprehensive biography published
last year, I was able to see how the public chose to mis-
lnterprete him by confusing the characters he wrote a-
bout with his own personality. The reality of the man
was in fact more interesting than any of the misconcep
tions.
Nearly everything that could be said in any bio-
graphy about Kerouae was already contained In his novel
of 1957, On The Road, which enjoyed brief popularity
and was the author's most widely read book. The manu
script for this was put together several times before
publication, each time with major revisions, and relates
Kerouae*
s cross-country travels in 1947-1949 with
an entourage of characters based on his real-life
friends. The book is distinctive because of the un
usual style which he developed and used for most of his
works, and because the characters who were of a type
that up to that time had not been exploited in a
major work of fiction.
Actually, the figures described by Jack Kerouae
have their equivalent in other eras - most nrttably
in the years immediately following World War I, Dis
illusioned by the war, a group of writers gathered on




phenomenon occurred after World War II, when certain
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indivlduals chose not to settle down to an ordered
existence after returning from the war, but to travel
about the country aimlessly or establish themselves
as groups in New York*s Greenwich Village and later,
San Francisco, where they dropped out of society.
Kerouae himself was never really at ease with
these groups and as a result was continually in motion,
travelling back and forth across Ameri6a between his
friends like Allen Ginsburg in New York or Neal Cassidy
in California. He periodically lived with his mother
in Brooklyn, when due to exhaustion or poverty (he
was not able to sell his first manuscript, The Town
and the City until he was 29, in 1951) he withdrew
from life. Then he would be off again, unable to
remain in one place for any length of time, to San
Francisco where he lived with his life-long friend,
Neal Cassidy. Cassidy was a hyper-normal personality
who was transformed by Kerouae into the protaganist
in On The Road, Dean Moriarity, and as such captured
the public's imagination - and indignation - as a
2
symbol of the "beat
generation."
Throughout his book, one senses that Kerouae him
self was an emotionally vulnerable person with an odd
desperation to live life fully without any committment
except to his writing. He sometimes wrote in a peculiar




referring to his penchant for Just
sitting down at some random place in the city and watching
life unfold all about him, urging him to capture it
in words put down as quickly as they came to him, Just
as an artist makes an on-the-spot thumbnail sketch.
Following On The Road, he went back further in
his life for material in his next book, Doctor Sax
which is a reminiscence of his childhood In Lowell,
Massachusetts and his youthful fascination with the
folklore of the time contained in such magazines as
The Shadow and Doc Savage. It is an odd mixture of
real incidents and people and a very personal dream
world inhabited by the fictional, romantic char
acters of these pulp magazines. Shortly before his
death in 196-9. Kerouae remarked that "life is a dream
Just
ended,"
referring to these fanciful images and
his life-long unconscious desire to return to Lowell,
Massachusetts of his boyhood - a return that he
was never able to make.
In looking through these testaments to a
vagabond, frustrated life, I was struck by the re
peated sense of displacement they create - as though
at no point in the books are the characters permanently
situated in life. There is a feeling that the satis
faction they seek can always be found somewhere else,
perhaps Just around the next bend of the highway.
This was the feeling, then, that I wished to evoke
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in a paintingi simply that such people are really
only alive when they are surrounded by and enveloped
in the open country. It would be this feeling which
was shared by so many that would add a universality
to the painting, although the characters would be real
life people and the situation could have quite poss
ibly occurred much as I portrayed it.
Following the necessary research, which in
addition to reading to reading the novels and biograph
ies of the author included locating photographs of him
as well as the typical open landscape of the southwest
that he describes, I decided on an approach that
would stress the salient features of this tableau
without making them obtrusive. The landscape and
the sky were executed in a painterly manner which
emphasized the slightly abstract qualities of sky
and land and helped them function as an integrated
whole. Some of this was accomplished with a neutral-
colored underpainting and to this was added a stylized,
mottled texture in the sky areas.
The road, which Is so Important in Kerouae*s
novels, is brought out by a super-realist technique
which delineates every stone and fragment of quartz
in unnatural focus. The reasoning behind this is that
to hitch hikers the road is perhaps the only aspect
of their ody^ssey that does not change, and thus it
deserves the most repeated scrutiny. Through this,
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the painting becomes their interpretation of their own
predicament.
The characters of Kerouae (In the foreground) and
Neal Cassidy are painted representationally with a
strong lighting from above throwing deep shadows across
Kerouae*
s face, abolishing his gaze from the viewer.
They are caught and frozen in postures which are
typical to the hitch hiker and yet although these
postures are transitory, they are repeated over and
over again along the highway. The Intention of the painter
to apotheosize the hitch hikers and to empathize with
them through the specific instance of Kerouae and
Cassidy becomes a representation of the rootless
feeling present in the American people that cuts across
time and place. I have thus chosen to use a very partic
ular situation to depict this universal phenomenon,
and te make it seem permanent.
4, Street Scene, oil on canvas,
30"x40"
One concept that has always remained interesting
to me, and provided me with the inspiration for some
of my work, is that of art based upon or using as its
content, other works of art. An example of this is a
motion picture film adaption of a novel. It can be
argued whether the former, a production of a number
of people most of whom are not artists, constitutes
a work of fine artj there is the acute problem of a
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movle's being executed solely as a profit-making
venture that makes it difficult to evaluate as a work
of art. Even in those films where the director is given
carte blanche to interpret the story, and thus begins
to assume the role of artist, one still has to contend
with the actors, who Independent of any overseeing
director, color and influence the production with
their own talents or absence of them.
*
In this painting, I approached the problem of
creating a piece which I hoped would call to mind a
stage set with actors about to enter from the right.
The attempt was to give the picture the look of a play
s
in progress, but without requesting the viewer to
suspend his belief in the authenticity of the painting
as being Just a portrayal of a city street. It could
thus be seen both ways, a realistic scene or as a tab
leau from a script t as an idea at first hand or an
adaption of that idea in another medium, drama.
My motivation in doing this arose from the fact
that television, a product of the post-war years that
I am painting, paralleled the growth and proliferation
of film and was of interest to me in doing an interp
retation of the culture prevalent in the five or ten
years following the war. Although I have little
recollection of the seminal years of television from
firsthand observation, my interest in its history
led me to discover that certain characteristics in
early television are very fascinating from an artistic
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standpoint. The painting I have produced is based on
my diminishing remembrance of some televised drama of
many years ago, on live television, which to me Is
indicative of many features of the medium in its early
years - features which have been eliminated so com
pletely that present day series on television are as
different from this scenario as television itself is
different from, say, motion pictures.
Immediately before the outbreak of World War.II
there were functioning television stations in this
country operating in New York City. However, the
nature of this was nearly experimental because of the
limited availlbillty of television receivers and the
lack of relay stations to convey the signals outside
of a small radius encompassing the metropolitan
New York area. Needless to say, five years of war
totally arrested the further development of national
television. At the close of the war, there were only
about 15,000 television receivers in use in this country
but the expansion of the medium was extremely swift.
Within two years of the war's end, there were better
than one million television sets in use in America, and
the network of broadcast stations was beginning to
materialize, linking New York with Chicago and
St. Louis in the midwest and Boston and Washington in
the east. The main impediment to an even more rapid
expansion was the necessity of building relay stations
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close together, as unlike radio signals, a television
station can only broadcast a signal that can be received
within a limited radius, for example, about forty
miles. Later, in the nineteen fifties, a coaxial cable
was built to connect the west coast stations with
those in the east so that all could partake of the
same programs. One memorable broadcast made possible
by the completion of the cable showed a picture of
both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts on the same
screen, side by side and at the exact same moment, for
4
the first time in history.
The early programming on these stations was live
until the invention of video taping around the late
fifties, which made it possible to pre-record live
entertainment for later use, or edit it as necessary.
The advent of tape_ and filmed programs abolished
live television and profoundly changed the medium.
Television became cognizant of technical perfection
and in attempting to usurp much of the motion picture's
audiences the need was on to fill countless hours with
entertainment .
It was here, I believe, that television changed
enormously. To begin with, the demand on the industry
to provide a constant supply of so much entertainment
quickly standardized the programming, brought about
an onslaught of mediocre series-type shows, and
generally discouraged individual creativity. In the
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earliest years of T.V. , only a few hours of the evening
were filled with broadcasts. The programs were treated
as individual things, the most typical format being
the anthology-drama, with a different story and cast
of actors each week. Each program was tackled as a sep
arate problem and solved as effectively as the limit
ations of the new medium would permit. These constraints,
it may be said, diverted attention away from the
technical quality of the -broadcast and toward the
substance of the story and competence of the actors.
Like a play in which the sets are stylized and abstract
when compared to the natural-looking sets used in a
movie, television depended for its dramatic success on
the audience's willing to accept the marginal realism
provided as being subordinate in importance to the
action, and not requisite to it. By shifting the
emphasis to more realism in modern broadcasts which
for economy and efficiency are nearly all filmed rather
than broadcasted live, something seems to have con
spicuously disappeared from the content.
It is a pity that these live broadcasts have
nearly all been lost. All that exists of them, in
only a few cases at that, is what is known as a
kinescope, a regular motion picture film made In the
studio directly from the screen of a television mon
itor. Since this is merely a picture of a picture that
is being broadcast, and not a film of the action at
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firsthand, it exists as Just a film record of the
broadcast and is generally not re-broadcast at a later
date. Video tape can be used again anytime, as it
perfectly resembles a live broadcast. The rough,
grainy, and low-contrast quality of the kinescopes I
have managed to see explains why most of these programs
were only seen once on television.
In my painting, I have tried to capture some
of the qualities of the early television studio. Most
of the objects in this painting appear as stark and
isolated from the background as stage props-., and the
deep-focus design is typical of that used in tele
vision sets. To further allude to black-and-white
television, I have reduced the color to a nearly
monochromatic range and softened some of the edges
to further simulate the slightly out-of-focus look
seen in some early T.V. camera work. Like stage drama,
early T.V. scenes were frequently almost empty except
for the few actors conveying the story. I have tried.
to engender this
curio'
is emptiness in the, painting as If
the actors might appear at any moment at the r5ght
side cf the picture, . Thus this abandoned street ir.
a city can also be viewed as a seers In the cortert of
a drama, the preceding srX foilor .tins action not
revealed to but anticipated by the viewer of the
painting,
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5. Gas Stop, oil on canvas,
35"x48"
Early in my thesis project I decided that I
would be doing some sort of painting dealing with
automobiles or auto-related subjects. Because the
project was concerned with American culture, and the
automobile is an integral part of that culture, this
seemed an ineluctable choice of material. The auto
has wrought such change in American life, and because
so much of that change has occurred since the war
and during my lifetime, I felt my work could not be
completed to my satisfaction if I did not make a
comment on this twentieth century western obsession.
In addition I knew that the possibilities for in
terpreting the subject would be legion with the
amount of information available and the number of
approaches open to me.
Beyond the historical consideration of the auto's
influence on our society, there is the more inter
esting aspect of its part in our collective American
fantasy or modern-day folklore. Few of us realize
how strongly we feel, as a people, about what the
automobile means to us. As an example of the type
of perspective we have developed by being a motoring
nation, one can note that we will presently tolerate
a maximum interstate highway speed of fifty miles
per hour to conserve gasoline, but not in the years
up till now Just to save human lives.
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Our current attitudes concerning autos seem,
however, to have matured somewhat. A realistic
redefinition of the original purpose of the machine,
along with our conspicuous shortage of fuels, has
led to a reappraisal f the auto's merits. We have
moved through an age of prodigal consumption rep
resented by our cars and the society they have helped
to mould, and now have finally realized that other
means of practical mass transportation must be found
to augment the automobile. How quickly our feelings
about the auto have thus been altered. For years the
family car was an index to financial status, taste,
and self-image. The utilitarian aspect influencing
the newer cars seems almost a calculated return to
the early days, when the mere fact that a car ran at
all was enough to please anyone. Perhaps this is the
best thing in the final analysis, for it has been
said that the truly astonishing fact about the auto
is that such an extremely complex mechanism can be
operated successfully by an individual with little
skill and no real knowledge of how it works.
In looking over my thesis material, I saw that
in the post was years the significance of the
American automobile escalated. Between 1942 and 1945
no new cars were designed for public use, and little
driving was done due to gasoline rationing. In 1946,
the first new cars appeared and in most cases they
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were largely unchanged from the 1942 models. However,
it did not take Detroit long to re-orient itself to
the motor trade and within two years radical changes
were to appear In the family automobile. In the decade
following World War II, the utilitarianism of the
pre-war cars was subordinated to the flashier coach-
work and maze of technical innovations that character
ized the cars of the nineteen fifties.. For example,
the automatic transmission, a tompermental novelty
In some 1940-1942 models, was abundantly used within
ten years of the war's end.
One Interesting feature of the post war auto
industry was the proliferation of models available,
followed by a subsequent rapid decline in the number
of auto manufacturers. At the close of the war, there
were nine major auto producers while today only four
of these survive in this country. A few of them, to
be sure, were absorbed by others} the Kaiser Corp
oration, which during the war made Jeeps for the Army
and after the war produced a series of excellent
luxury automobiles, merged with the present day
American Motors. Packard, one of the great marques
of the depression years, was absorbed by the
Studefeaker Corporation, itself destined to close
dowftin the 1960s. There were some unusual offshoot
makes in the late 1940s., such as the advanced
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Tucker Torpedo, a peculiar car which was not produced
beyond the prototype stage due to buyer apathy.
Ironically, many of its novel features such as a rear
mounted engine, a windshield that would pop out on
frontal Impact, and seatbelts, have been introduced
in our present-day models.
Some excellent machines ceased to be manufactured in
these years due to a changing market th*at Increasingly
favored the production of high-volume automobiles
over limited production models, among which none sur
vived through the 1950s. Such pre-war marques as
the Cord or Duesenberg, manufactured in the hundreds
of units instead of the hundreds of thousands of
units annually, could not have been continued in this
market. One fatality of the post war years was the
original Lincoln Continental, produced in extremely
limited numbers from 1946 until 1948, and during those
years largely unchanged from the same model of 1940-42.
This particular car had such an understated
elegance of design that it has often been referred to
as America's most attractive automobile} the Museum
of Modern Art considered it one of the twenty finest
examples of industrial design to appear in this cen
tury. Its basic proportions of a rather long hood and
short trunk lid, balanced by an outside spare tire
mounting at the rear have been paraphrased in scores
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f other automobiles produced since then. .Although
the Continental was a two-door sedan (a convertible
body was also offered), it anticipated the later
very popular hardtop body with its thin roof pillars
at the windshield and doors. The universal appeal of
this design, has been attested to by the fact that there
have been at least three attempts to revive the car
with updated styling; none, however, have had the
5
charisma of the original.
Therefore, In attempting to portray part of the
folklore and glamour connected with American auto
mobiles, I chose this particular make as representative
of a fading era, perhaps even referring to the pre
war years. Visually, the car presents a striking
appearance in profile} I chose to paint It this way,
colored in a very high. value against a dark background
to increase the dramatic effect.
To strike a balance between the purely geometric
lines of this object and its surroundings, I util
ized a great deal of foliage with its patterned
shadows breaking up the smooth regularity of the
car*
Of all the paintings I created for this thesis,
this one involves more ramifications with light and
the surfaces it affects than any other. There are,
for example, three sources of light in the composition
the overall, incandescent illumination of the street
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lights (not visible In the picture) throwing shadows
on the car and the building, the lights over the
gasoline pumps under the roof overhang, and the red
neon sign throwing its reflection on the car roof.
While working on this painting, I became aware of
an interesting similarity developing between it and
certain aspects of the work of Edward Hopper, In con
tent if not in approach. Because of my -standpoint in
working in the 1970s and recalling the forties, rather
than commenting on my own era, this parallelism does
not really exist as long as it is apparent that the
painting is created in retrospect. This particular
ambiguity, I feel, can be solved through adjustments
in design or technique, A direct, simple, design, as
I elected to use, lends an immediacy of recognition
that can update the^ painting's appearance. Combined
with the use of commercial symbols, (in this case,
the Mobilgas horse trademark) the painting is made
to look even more contemporary as it begins to infringe
on pop art. Also, while I have not exploited it to
much of a degree in this piece, I think that a per
haps distinctly modern technique - using impasto
painting or spraying thinned color on the canvas,
for example, can also be employed t alleviate the
illusien of a picture's creation being necessarily
coeval with the date of its subject.
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6. (he was later killed in the same ship) , il on
canvas,
28"x38"
One of the problems that I have liked to set
before myself in painting is the capture of a certain
specific moment in a way that will make It seem to last
indefinitely and prolong its relevance to society no
matter how much society changes. It is as though life
were a motion picture film and I am trying to select
a single frame that will serve to represent the whole
production, but without it being apparent that that
is the main objective. The choice, the selectivity,
is therefore the most important factor in such a
problem.
I have felt that one of the best ways to achieve
this Is to find an Instance for a painting that in
directly refers to an event of major importance. This
particular item can become so imperceptable that it
submerges below the popular conscience, something
that had perhaps occurred twenty years ago and was
quickly forgetten, yet served as a significant portent
In its own subtle way. I believe that the subliminal
coordinates by which recent history can be plotted
are to be found in these Indicators which I have
endeavored to choose for my thesis.
The important thing, then, is to apply this
principle to the production of a work of art. Motivated
by my interests in aviation, I considered the possibility
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that the airplane could represent much of what I was
seeking in my search for indirect symbols, After all,
the airplane is rich in allusions as is evidenced by
the fact It has seen much exploitation in the photo-
realist school of painting, although mainly for its
visual impact. I fished to use the airplane on a
figurative level as a symbol in a highly specific
circumstance.
This fact, combined with the post-World War II
period of history with which I am dealing led me to
begin thinking about the connotations and interpret
ations of aviation in that context.
In earlier years, the airplane was a conspicuous
symbol of freedom and ecstasy. One is reminded of
John Gillespie Magee's poem, "High Flight"!
Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds of earth
and danced the skies on laughter-silvered wings.
Sunward I've climbed and Joined with tumbling mirth
the"sun-split clouds, and done a hundred things
you have not dreamed of...
During the World Wars, airplanes became dueling avengers
and their bombs rained hell from the skies. Thus the
double-edged sword of aviation had become apparent,
particularly as World War II gave impetus to the
development of faster and more efficient aircraft.
At the conclusion of the war, aviation went
in several directions simultaneously. A certain amount
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of emphasis remained on the development of new combat
aircraft, specifically Jet airplanes which had appeared
too late in the war to affect its outcome. Commercial
aviation, which had been gaining momentum in the pre
war years, was ameliorated by the introduction of the
first practical long-range transports. However, one
of the most interesting and forgotten occurrences In
post-war aviation was the abrupt termination of air-
racing as an active phenomenon in this country. The
conclusion of the sport was precipitated by a violent
incident that is worth considering as a powerful visual
symbol for a painting.
Air-racing grew from an Informally organized sport
in the 1920s to a series of nationally-known events
under the auspices of the National Air Races Committee
in Cleveland, Ohio, during the pre-war years. At this
time, tile aircraft being used were hand-built by various
manufacturers and sponsors who helped advance avia
tion through a host of technical innovations such as
retractable landing gear and variable-pitch propellers*
These features were Incorporated into combat planes
during the war when the National Air Races were sus
pended. After the war, an armada of surplus fighter
planes was available for modification into racing
planes, and this comprised most of the aircraft used
in the final years of the sport. Some of these
heavily altered airplanes could achieve speeds of
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five hundred miles per hour in level flight, which
is a full hundred miles per hour faster than the mil
itary version of the same aircraft.
In this post-war period of 1946-1949, American
air-
racing activity consolidated itself into two main
events, the Thompson Trophy Race and the Bendix Race.
The Thompson race was a closed-course derby around
pylons which were spaced several miles Apart in an
airfield. This was a
deadly-
event in which powerful
combat planes flying at full throttle and sometimes
only a few yards apart circled the towers at altitudes
too low for parachute use in an emergency. The Bendix
race, by contrast, was a cross-country marathon in which
the winner was simply the first to cover the distance
between two airfields, one generally in California
and the other the home field in Cleveland, Ohio.
Perhaps the most outstanding aviator In the post
war Bendix competition was Paul Mantz, who was awarded
the first prize for three consecutive years, 1946-48,
and around whom grew a glamourous mystique. The 194?
race drew a large following when, to the $5000 first
prize was added a wager of $10,000 made between Mantz
and his closest competitor, James Ruble, flying a
Texas oil-millionaires sleek fighter plane meticu-
7
lously groomed for the duel. Normally, flying a
relatively small aircraft like a pursuit plane between
California and Ohio necessitated stopping for fuel
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at some point, but Bendix competitors in an effort to
delete this loss of time (which was counted in the
total elapsed time of each contender) used stream
lined auxilliary fuel tanks suspended under the aircraft.
This maneuver produced some drag, or loss of speed,
until the empty tanks could be Jettisoned over open
country. Mantz, a creative stunt flyer with a flare
for anything with wings, was able to overcome the
problem - albfeit dangerously - by filling the wings of
his P-51 fighter plane with gasoline frozen to near
zero so that it would occupy less volume and thus
completely obviate the need for drop tanks. This in
novation, combined with his dead-accurate flying skill
enabled him to outdistance his competitors for three
g
consecutive years in the event.
However, disaster lay in store for the air races.
In 1949, in a Thompson pylon race, aviator William
Odom and several others were killed when his P-51
fighter plane spun out of control and crashed into
a nearby apartment building. A few days later, the
National Air Races were cancelled completely after
having endured twenty years of other tragedies. Mantz
himself was later killed when the unusual aircraft
he was flying for a motion picture Production demol
ished itself in the desert on landing.
The painting I developed out of all this reflects
several intentions - first, the sensation of it as
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being a tiny item, not unlike a newspaper photograph
culled from the archives of some library, of long-
past significance. Secondly, the portentlous aspect
due to the use of color. I decided that a feeling of
remoteness from our present era could be had by
painting the thing in a near-monochrome range of
greys with a subtly ominous tincture of red on the
aircraft. The Illusion of photography was heightened
by softening much of the image and muting any existing
color. The attempt was to put together an augury com
prised of symbols from this small, ephemeral facet
of life.
This piece of work is the most specific in terms
of content, time, and place of any in the thesis. It
functions in a nebulous zone bordering illustration
where certain intentions of the painter are Immediately
perceived, but others, most importantly the choice
behind the subject matter and the selectivity in
portraying It, are not so Instantly apparent. It is
this ambiguity in content which to me can Justify and
fortify a work of art.
7. Evening in Tarzana. California, oil on canvas,
36"x54"
In this painting I sought to explore further the
effects of the nocturnal illumination of objects
tinder Incandescent light, combined with some elements
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of landscape and architecture. The subject Is such a
familiar one that, except for details of time and
place (it depicts a California suburb of ca. 1949) it
represents a problem of mainly color and design. The
historical aspect very prominent in my other work is
subordinated to visual considerations in this piece.
Perhaps some explanation is first necessary re
garding the selection of the exact time and place of
this picture before turning to the discussion of form.
I was able to visit a number of small towns in southern
California in the summer if 1973 and could not fail
to be impressed by the differences, both obvious and
subtle, to be found between its suburban environ
ments and those of my experience in New England,
One of the most conspicuous things in these towns
is the appearance that the town was all built at the
same time, that no one structure is much noticably
older than any other. There is good reason for this,
as following World War II, an unprecedented flow of
people began to move into the state of California,
Areas of farmland, unchanged for years, quickly
became ever-proliferating suburbs of the expanding
cities. Until recently, this emigration had steadily
increased over twenty years until by the 1960s a
thousand people were moving into California each
day. This is the equivalent of a population nearly
the size of the city of San Diego establishing itself
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in the state every year. Fortunately, in the last
ten years this trend has diminished somewhat.
Periodically In its history, there have been
similar (but on much smaller scales) influxes of
people into California, The initial gold rush of 1849,
the motion picture industry in the 1920s, the arrival
of thousands of midwestern migrant farmers in the 1930s
and the establishment of the state as one of the major
centers of science and technology (there are more
scientists living in California than in any other
9
state) have all been causes for various migrations
westward. Indeed, it seems as though there has hardly
ever been a time in recent history when people haven't
been moving to California en masse.
One of the effects of this ^emigration has been
the often-cited creation of the interminable suburbs.
Beginning in the 1920s the ubiquitous California
bungalow began to dot the countryside, and soon rows
of these very standardized dwellings filled the newly
expanded towns. Combined with the broad, palm-lined
boulevards In southern California, they created an
environment quite different from any that had appeared
before. The situation is much the same today { even
the architecture predominating in the area is largely
unchanged .
Following my visit to the state I decided that
these suburbs would make an interesting painting.
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However, I later decided to make this picture a bit
less specific a comment than that, to free It from
Just illustrating a mode of living particular to one
section of the country. The concept of the American
suburb is a potent one} it is a part of the American
dream of having the best of both worlds, life in the
country made possible by work in the city. To make it
apparent that Califjornian suburbs only represent to me
the multitude of analagous environments elsewhere in
America, I attenuated the regional look somewhat. The
dwellings I used, therefore, are not unlike those on
the street where I grew up in Connecticut. As broad-
leaf trees exist along with palms in the southern
Californian landscape, I used them predominantly in
this suburb. The decision that I should make the scene
nocturnal was prompted by my conclusion that in some
way (perhaps only in my mind) the evening hours alluded
to a feeling of peace and security in the neighbor
hood , i.e., an influx of crime into the suburbs had
not yet occurred at the time depicted by this painting.
This picture is then something of a fantasy, I
have tried to avoid ostensibly idealizing it by re
sorting to a specific Instance In time and place, and
further prevented this from becoming too restricting
by leaving it open to interpretation. I feel that
this is one of the best approaches available to a
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painter wishing to work in precisely delineated
subject matter of contemporary experience without
being taken for an illustrator. By allowing the aud
ience to conjecture on his selectivity in choosing
certain details, and by diverging at some point from
the expected manner of presenting the content, the
artist is able to foster in the viewer a vital
fascination with his work.
-45-
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